To create the perfect cup of
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Hand Drip
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coffee...
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Tear the
Drip Bag
across the
dotted line
TM

Premium

COFFEE AT HAND

hand drip

Premium

TM

COFFEE

Attach the
Drip Bag
arms to your
favorite cup
TM

Enjoy the convenience of
single-service and the fresh,
robust flavor of gourmet coffee
~ on demand.

3

Slowly pour
boiling
water inside

No messy or difficult machinery.
No filters or decanters to clean.

Just fresh, premium coffee on demand!

Visit us on the web: CaffeBorsa.com
Interact with us @CaffeBorsa
Share your experience on
Facebook.com/CaffeBorsa

Why pay for an expensive and messy
coffee maker when all you need is boiling
water for a high quality single cup of
hand dripTM coffee?

What is

TM

coffee?

It’s only the most convenient, cost-effective, clean and cutting edge coffee experience on the market. Instead of purchasing
a pricey single-serving coffeemaker and being tethered to it or buying lackluster, overpriced brews on the go,
TM

provides single cups of

Fresh, Gourmet-Quality Coffee Anytime, Anywhere

Why go through
all this trouble?

Why

When you can:
Pour hot water into
a Drip Bag
right in your
cup and enjoy
Gourmet
Premium
Coffee?

Buying a coffee machine
Grinding beans
Storing in vacuum containers
Measuring ground coffee
Using messy and difficult machinery
Waiting for a machine to brew
Throwing away dirty filters
Cleaning machinery

TM

Portable • Long Shelf Life • Easy to Store
Sanitary • Simple to Make
No Messy or Difficult Machinery
Perfect Serving Size

Suggested uses:
Keep them at your desk, in your car, or even
pop a few in your bag ~ these airtight packets
are perfectly portable and boast a long shelf life.

Also good for:

TRAVEL

No Machines Required!
TM

Hand Drip coffee is made using a special paper
TM

material technology designed to create great-tasting high
quality coffee in your cup, each and every time.

?

TM

CAMPING

HIKING

WORK

Each box of premium
coffee contains 8 single serve, ready-to-brew
TM

Hand Drip coffee packets!
TM

